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This first Special Volume of the monograph series "Progress in Drug Research" is a compilation of most topical and concise reviews on virus research and drug development. Latest "Progress in Drug Research" articles dealing with new chemotherapeutics for the treatment of the most threatening viral diseases have been compiled and supplemented with upgraded contributions from earlier PDR publications. Altogether, a concise account of latest findings and advances in HIV and hepatitis virus as well as herpes- and influenza virus research is given. Other worldwide diseases, like polio, hepatitis A and the common cold, are dealt with in context with the broad family of picornaviruses.

The unfortunate appearance of AIDS, the manyfold problems with herpesviruses and other viruses attacking humans have led to an enormous dynamism of worldwide research and to an immense increase in the corresponding literature.

With this first Special-Topic volume, composed of updated contributions from the monograph series "Progress in Drug Research", the Editor and the Publisher undertake an effort to supply concise reviews on virus research, especially on the development of new and future antiviral agents in some important and widespread viral diseases. Latest "Progress in Drug Research" articles dealing with new chemotherapeutics for the treatment of the most threatening viral diseases are presented. These very well received articles were upgraded and supplemented with new chapters to form this actual overview of the achievements in the respective fields of virus research.

This special volume contains six review articles covering the latest studies on the HIV and hepatitis C and B virus as well as herpes- and influenza viruses. Other worldwide diseases, like polio, hepatitis A and the common cold, are dealt with in context with the broad family of picornaviruses.

*Editor's Note: The brief summary and the contents of the books are reported as provided by the author or the publishers. Authors and publishers are encouraged to send review copies of their recent books of po-
Potential interest to readers of *Molecules* to the Editor-in-Chief (Dr. Shu-Kun Lin, MDPI, Saengergasse 25, CH-4054 Basel, Switzerland. Tel. +41 79 322 3379, Fax +41 61 302 8918, E-mail: molinfo@mdpi.org). Some books will be offered to the scholarly community for the purpose of preparing full-length reviews.